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About This Content

The Clash – Legacy Pack is for players who enjoy the game and want to show their support. The pack includes access to
SINGLE-PLAYER LEAGUE and 2 unique in-game skins.

SINGLE-PLAYER LEAGUE

is a competitive single player mode where players complete a series of challenges and are ranked on a global leaderboard. Hire
teammates and select the right party for every challenge to optimize scores.
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i like the game but i wish more people were on, because there is no one playing.. It's a game from 35 years ago that has been
remade to be better. The NES mode is hands-down the best one.

That all being said, it's a fun game and would fit very well on a portable console in the modern era, I think. A great way to waste
a half hour at a time or so.. Ive played for a while now and managed to run through pretty quickly and completing the 3 stars in
each mission, but I would say this game is a 50/50 good/bad rating, for the good part, graphics and sound present a nice concept,
you will get a nice entertaining concept in the simulation and building while combat is a click and battle sort of a thing. But,
where it stops is the simplistic aspect of the game, as this is the bad part of it, and sometimes repetitive depending on how you
play it. Ive stopped playing because i started to feel im doing the same thing all over again in each star system, and then it starts
to become like a mobile game, the challenge is to beat it 3 times each map to see how high you can go.

My final opinion is, yes, it is better that those defunct games like the ones mentioned in the reviews station DF9. For the price,
its worth it.. A much better experience than the first. It's around double the play time--the puzzles are moderate like the first but
the story is better and fleshes out John's loooong history. The ending is something Tarantino would be proud of.. After a good
title, that was The Inner World, The Last Wind Monk is nothing short of a disappointment. Puzzles aside, most of them is on the
original's level of easy\/obscure (e.g. building a little boat to catch a fly that's within your arms' reach, you've heard that right).
Serviceable enough. The writing, however, is inexcusable. Original characters are terribly re-written and participate in an
artificially provoked and nonsensically resolved story that doesn't even tell anything new - the message is the same as the
original's, except written much worse. There are things introduced early that are being dropped right after, or introduced at the
very end game without any reason or relevance to the story, and they all lack any kind of character or a comfy feeling The Inner
World was full of.
The whole thing feels more like a bad fan fiction written by a bunch of random people, not an expansion of the original material
made by its creators.. Too hard now to be enjoyable. And not really any reasons to buy compared to the flash version.. Just
purchased the game and am absolutey enthralled with the music, themes, and difficulty settings. Expect to see my hours go up
on this review. Basically, the music selection is really well done, ranging from soothing ambient music, classical, pop, and
working itself up to hard-rock and some heavy dubstep. You can choose the various themes designed for the song or you can
select an easier to digest standard theme that doens't have all the flashing and the like. (It's also really good for practicing).
Furthermore, you can change the tempo of the song and if you look at the screen shots you'll see 4k mode. That's not the
resolution but in fact a setting for your keyboard. 4K is four fingers, two to each side. 6K is six fingers and is signicantly more
difficult. Either way I digress. The game is absolutely fun and the DLC and is excellent as well. Hope this helps!. Really
enjoying this developing game. It is imaginative, logical, and fun.
As updates come along it is a bit like "The Martian", as each new challenge is worked out.
I think it's a neat little game, and should really be great as new things are added.
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YOOO I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665NG LOVE THIS GAME!!! IM GONNA GET READY TO DO A LETS PLAY ON THIS
GAME!!!
SAD THING THO... I CANT RUN THE ULTRA MAX GRAPHICS BUT IF I COULD I WOULD!!! I REALLY DONT
HAVE A GAMING PC... BUT ITS WHATEVER...

FEEL FREE TO WATCH!! MY YOUTUBE IS DDG 28!!!
I WOULD LOVE TO TELL YOU GREAT FEED BACK OFF OF THIS GAME!!!

edit:do you guys think you can add maybe a drift mode by any chance?? if you can, this game will be the next big open world
rpg racing game ever!!!

right now... you guys are killing this!!! keep it up my dudes!!!

ALSO I CANT WAIT FOR THE NEXT UPDATES!!! MUCH LOVE GUYS!!!

BTW, THIS HAS TO BE YOUR BEST REVIEW FOR THIS GAME!!!. The front and back won't line up correctly they are a
bit out of place so you actually have to cut in one of the sides. I have tried on 3 different printers stil the same problem, the
guide don't have any other fixes in it incase of this happening,. 7/10

Breakout on steroids; I had a blast playing this, but I can't say I would really go back to it after completing everything (I'm not a
big score chaser). It's too bad there's no online co-op!. Got somwhat mixed feelings about this game. On it's own, it's very
entertaning. The horror aspect definitely goes away quick, and it becomes more humorous I mean, you're a floating brain
devouring people! The problem is that it comes with a $10 price tag, which increases my expectations of this game, and this is
where it falls short. If it were free on gamejolt, or even 4 or 5 bucks, I wouldn't expect so much and would have enjoyed it way
more, especially since the game is only an hour long. So definitely wait for a sale before buying it, and you'll have way more fun
with it!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qJSKlUCWPVw
If you want to see what it's like first, feel free to check out my playthrough of it!. I'm happy with it, soothing music and good
enough gameplay for what it is. Had fun with it.. Very fun game to play.
It's local Multiplayer\/Co-op unless you use tunneling services such as LogMeIn Hamachi (Which works without issue)
Very fun concept, would be cool to see more levels added.. I gave up at 2nd level.
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